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Abstract. We show that expressed in the appropriate principal bundles, the
gravitational and Yang-Mills fields equations are equivalent to integrability
conditions and that the latter can also be interpreted, using local sections, as
conservation equations of the local pseudo-densities of energy-momentum and
Yang-Mills charge respectively. These densities can be related using a Kaluza-
Klein unification.

1. Introduction

There is no satisfactory definition of local density of energy-momentum for the
gravitational field. Since the gravitational field equations are of second order,
reasonable expressions for energy-momentum density at a point must involve only
the values of the field and its first derivative at that point. The equivalence principle
implies that by a change of frame one can set these to zero. It follows then that
expressions which are used to describe the local energy-momentum density cannot
be tensorial. They are called "pseudo-tensorial" and are not uniquely defined. This
property of energy-momentum density and the origin of the difficulty has led most
physicists to the conclusion that the problem is ill-defined and the object irrelevant;
density of gravitational energy is like "density of beauty of a painting." However, for
asymptotically flat space-times, the total energy-momentum is a well-defined and
useful concept as shown, for instance, by the fact that the total energy must be
greater or equal to zero and vanish only for flat space [1-6],

Since to speak of local energy-momentum one must first fix a frame and since we
know that any definition will be strongly frame dependent, it is natural to wonder
whether on the frame bundle there is not a canonical expression such that the different
energy-momentum densities on space-time, that is, the different pseudo-tensors, are
obtained by pull-back in the different local sections of the frame bundle. On the
general frame bundle, this is not quite true but we shall show that if we restrict our
attention to the bundle of orthonormal frames, there is indeed such a canonical
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object which is a generalization of an expression given by Sparling [7] in the
Lorentzian, 4-dimensional case.

Given an rc-dimensional pseudo-Riemannian manifold M with pseudo-metric g
of arbitrary signature, there exists an [Revalued (n - l)-form τt on the bundle O(M, g)
of orthonormal frames, constructed purely algebraically in terms of the canonical
form θ1 and an arbitrary connection form ωlj on O(M, g\ with the property that the
equation dτ{ = 0 is equivalent to the vanishing of the torsion of ω*,. (ωlj is the Levi-
Civita connection), and the vanishing of the Ricci tensor. It turns out that τf is exact
whenever it is closed and that there is an Revalued (n — 2)-form σt on O(M, g\ again
constructed in a purely algebraic way from θι and ω^ such that άτt = 0 is also
equivalent to τf = dσt .

We also show that these results can be generalized to include sources. One can
prescribe an arbitrary Ricci tensor provided that the appropriate compatibility
condition with the Bianchi identity is satisfied. Explicitly, if tt is the lift to O(M, g) of a
vectorial (n — l)-form on M satisfying the equation dt( + ω/ A tj= 0, where ωιj is
again an arbitrary connection form on O(M, g) and if τf and σt are as above then the
equation dfo + tt) = 0 is equivalent to the vanishing of the torsion of ωlj and to the
Einstein equations with sources. Furthermore d(τi + ίf) = 0 is also equivalent to
τI + ίι = dσ ί.

Apart from their mathematical interest, these results yield the physical
interpretation of τf and of σt in n-dimensional General Relativity. The inverse images
on M of τf and σt with respect to local sections give an expression for the local
energy-momentum density of the gravitational field and for the corresponding
potential. The inverse image of the form tt is to be obviously identified with the
energy-momentum density of the sources. It is worth noting that if ωι'7 is the Levi-
Civita connection, the inverse image on M by a section of O(M, g) of the equation
τi + tt = dσt has been already identified with the Einstein equation (See [8],
Sect. 4.2.11(b)). Notice also that since τt and σt have vertical components, their
inverse images are strongly section-dependent.

There is another situation where there is a similar problem in the definition of a
local physical quantity, the charge density of a Yang-Mills field. Here the origin of
the difficulty is gauge invariance. Since to produce "pseudo-densities" of charge, one
must first fix the gauge, it is again natural to look for a canonical object on the
appropriate principal bundle such that different pseudo-densities of charge on
space-time can be obtained by pull back in different local sections, that is, in different
local gauges. We show that this object exists and is analogous to the gravitational
one. The two can be related using a Kaluza-Klein unification of gravity and Yang-
Mills fields.

In Sect. 1 we establish our notation and briefly recall the frame-bundle
formalism. In Sect. 2 we generalize the original form introduced by Sparling to an n-
dimensional manifold. In Sect. 3 the results of Sect. 2 are in turn generalized to
include the form which is appropriate when considering the most general second-
order lagrangian field equations. In Sect. 4 the particularly interesting case of
dimension 4 is considered. In Sect. 5 we discuss in a similar way Yang-Mills theory
and relate the results to the previous ones using a Kaluza-Klein unification. We
show that the decomposition along the base-space and internal-space components
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yields the classical pseudo-tensor and the corresponding pseudo-current from
Yang-Mills theory.

1. Notation

Consider an n-dimensional, smooth, pseudo-Riemannian manifold M with metric g
of arbitrary signature. Let T(M) be the tangent bundle and O(M, g) the principal
bundle of orthonormal frames over M. The structure group of O(M,g) is the
subgroup O(n — m, m) of GL(n, U) which leaves the metric invariant. Let π be the
projection of O(M, g) onto M. Let X be a tangent vector at a point x in 0(M, g). The
canonical or soldering form θ is an R"-valued 1-form on O(M, g) whose kth component
θk at x on X is the kth component of nJ^X) in the frame x.

The connection form ω = (ω^ ) is a 1-form on O(M, g) which takes its values in the
Lie algebra o(n — m, m) of O(n — m, m) and which satisfies the structure equations

dθι + ωlj A θj = Θ{ dωtj + ω\ A ωkj = Ω^. (1.1)

The W-valued 2-form Θι is the torsion form and the o(m — m, m)-valued 2-form Ωlj
is the curvature form. By definition the connection form ωlj is vertical and the
canonical form θ1 is horizontal. The forms (ω^ , θ1) define an absolute parallelism in
O(M,g).

The torsion and the curvature satisfy the Bianchi identities

,Λ0-' = βi

/Λ0', (1.2)

dΩ'j + ω\ A Ωkj - Ω\ A ωkj = 0. (1.3)

The components of a type (r, 5) tensor field T on M in an orthonormal frame will be
denoted T11 lr

h ...js and indices will be raised and lowered using the canonical metric
g = diag( — 1,..., — 1, + 1 , . . . , +1) with n — m time-like, negative and m-space-like,
positive eigenvalues.

The Riemann tensor is defined by the equation Ωlj= 1/21*^0* Λ θ\ the Ricci
tensor is given by Rtj = Rk

ikj, and the Ricci scalar is R = R^. For each integer q with
0 S q ^ « we define the (n — q)-ioxm θ*ir..iq by the equation

θ*. . = 1/ίn - q)\β. . . i « + 1 Λ - Λ 0in. (1.4)

2. The Generalized Sparling Form

Define the W~valued (n — 2)-form σt and (n — l)-form τf on O(M, g) by the formulae

ffί=-l/2^Λfl y k , (2.1)

τt = l/2(ω/ Λ ω w Λ 0*jfc/ - ω\ A ωlk A θ*ijk). (2.2)

It is easy to verify that they satisfy the following identities

dσ, = τt + 1/2(0' Λ ω" Λ 0* y w - 1 2 ^ Λ 0*yΛ), (2.3)

dτt =ΘmA l/2(ω/ Λ ω>* Λ 0%/W - ^ Λ ωίfc Λ 0*ykw)

+ l/2(αyfc Λ β '„ Λ θn A θ*iJkl - ωt

j Λ β f c ί Λ 0 i k ί). (2.4)

The expression for σf and τf are motivated by
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Theorem 2.1. The following conditions a), b), c) are equivalent:
a) dτt = 0,
b) τt = dσh

c) ωlj is torsion-free and Ricci-flat.

Proof Suppose that dτ{ = 0. By equating to zero in the right-hand side of (2.4) forms
of different vertical degree we find that

(ω/ Λ ω* A θ*njkl - ω\ A ωnk A θ*ijkl) Λ ^ = 0,

which is equivalent to

β ' = 0, (25)

and

ω* A Ω\ Λ 0" Λ θ*m-ω» A Ω* A θ*njk = 0

which by virtue of (2.5) is equivalent to

Ω* Λ θ*iJk = 0. (2.6)

Because of the well-known identity [8]

- l/2fl>* Λ θ*iJk = G>β*j9 Vj = R*j - R/2δι

j9 (2.7)

this implies that ωlj is Ricci-flat. Suppose now that ω^ is torsion-free and Ricci-flat.
Formula (2.3) implies then that dσt = τ,-. Condition b) obviously implies condition
a). D

The vacuum field equations are thus equivalent to the integrability conditions of
a lst-order system of differential equations which is in fact the conservation law for
the energy-momentum as we shall see below.

This theorem can be generalized to include the case of an arbitrary prescribed
Einstein tensor G o provided that the source term satisfies a conservation equation
with respect to the connection ω^ which makes it compatible with the Bianchi
identities. Let tt be an [Revalued horizontal (n- l)-form on 0(M,g) such that

Dtt = dtt + ωj A tj = 0. (2.8)

Then we have

Theorem 2.2. The following conditions a), b), c) are equivalent:

a) dfa + t ^ O ,
b) τi + ti = dσh

c) ω1; is torsion-free and satisfies the equation,

\βΩjk A θ*ijk + tt = 0. (2.9)

Proof Suppose that d{τt + ίt ) = 0. As before we find (2.5) and using the conservation
equation (2.8) we find (2.9). Suppose now that ωlj is torsion-free and satisfies Eq.(2.9).
Formula (2.3) implies then that dσt = τt + tt. Again condition b) obviously implies
condition a). •

If we write ίf = 7y0% then (2.9) can be written Gi} = Ttj. Therefore when M is the
space-time manifold of General Relativity tt can be considered as the energy-
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momentum density of the material sources written as an (n — l)-form on the bundle
O(M, g). The condition a) of the theorem can be then seen as a conservation law and
τf interpreted as a density of gravitational energy-momentum on 0(M, g); various
pseudo-tensors which represent the gravitational energy-momentum density on M
can be obtained from τi by taking local sections s of O(M, g).

If M is lorentzian and Σ a space-like hypersurface in M over which 0(M, g) has a
section then an integral quantity PIΣ) can be defined by the equation

Pi(Σ) = $s*(τi + ti) = ld(s*σd. (2.10)
Σ dΣ

lίΣ is closed, that is, if the boundary dΣ oϊΣ does not exist, then Pt vanishes. If M is
asymptotically flat as the radial distance r from some center tends to infinity and if
dΣ is the (n — 2)-sphere at infinity, then Pi(Σ) can be considered as the total energy-
momentum of the system provided that the integral over dΣ is finite. If the sources
are of compact support there are sections 5 of O(M, g) such that the components
5*(ωί

J ) of the connection form tend to zero as r~n + 2. In this case the right-hand side
of (2.10) is finite since σf is linear in ω^ . The expression (2.1) is the only non-trivial
[R"-valued (n - 2)-form which is linear in ωι

7 .

3. The Generalized Lagrangians

When the torsion vanishes Eq. (2.9) is a second-order equation for the metric which
can be derived from the lagrangian L = 1/2L(1) + Lm, where L(1) is the Einstein-
Hilbert lagrangian (a basic n-form)

L(1) = flyΛ0V (3.1)

and Lm is the matter lagrangian whose variation yields the source term ίf. If n ̂  5 the
Einstein-Hilbert lagrangian in not the most general lagrangian which yields
second-order field equations even in one includes a cosmological constant.

For each integer p with 0 ̂  2p ̂  n, define the rc-form

L(p) = ( ί 2 r - ^ Λ θ \ . . . ί 2 p , (3.2)

w h e r e Ωp is t h e pih p o w e r of Ω:(Ωp)iι'"i2p=Ωiιi2 Λ ••• Λ Ω [ ^ - ^ K

When n is even, L(Λ/2) is closed and represents the Euler class in dimension n. It is
locally exact and so it does not contribute to the field equations. Using the Kroneker
(5-symbol and the volume form volM on Mn, L{p) can be written in the form.

Art « δJr-'Ά Rhi\l> • • • Ri2P~ * V Λ, V0 lM (3-3)

L{p) can also be expressed without using the ̂ -symbol. For example the form L(2) can
be written as

L(2) x (RijklRijkl - 4 R % + # 2) volM. (3.4)

The most general lagrangian which yields 2nd-order field equations can be written as
a linear combination of the L(p)[9]:

Lβ= Σ βyi2-p)Lw. (3.5)
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The βp are real numbers and we shall set the mass scale K equal to 1. A possible
cosmological term (p = 0) can be included in the matter lagrangian Lm.

If we suppose that the torsion vanishes, from this lagrangian we obtain the
equations.

Σ ^ β p ) ' 1 - ' 2 ' Λ θ * , ( l . . . ( l i > + ίί = 0. (3.6)

Einstein's equations are obtained by taking βx = 1/2 and βp = 0 for p ̂  2.
In Theorem 2.2 we expressed Einstein's equations as a conservation equation

using the (n — 2)-form τt . The generalized equation (3.6) can also be written as a
conservation equation using a generalization of τ f. Let ω^ be an arbitrary
connection on 0(M, g) and define for p ̂  1 the [Revalued (n — 2)-forms σ{p\ and
(n — l)-form τ{p\ on 0(M,g) by the formulae

<ήp)=-ω'k A θ*iJki3...i2p A (Ω'-ψ' ^ (3.7)

τ(p\ = (ωJ Λ ωkl A ̂ ί i 3 . , 2 p - ω\ A ωlk A θ*ijkh...i2p) A {Ω'-ψ-1**. (3.8)

It is easy to verify that they satisfy the following identities

dσip\ = τiP\ + (Θj A ωkl A θ*iJkU...h - Ωjk A θ*ijki3...i2 ) A (ΩP~ ψ "**,

(3.9)

dτ<»\ =ΘmA (to/ Λ ω* A θ*jklmi3...i2p - ω>H A ωnk A θ*ijkmί3...i2p) A (Ωp~ψ-^

+ (ω* A Ω\ Λ 9 « Λ θ*ijkli3...i2p - ωj A Ωkl A θ*Jkli3...i2p) A [Ωp-ψ-^
(3.10)

Define

Then we have the following generalization of Theorem 2.2:

Theorem 3.1. The following conditions a), b), c) are equivalent:

a) d(τi + td = O,
b) τ£ + U = dσh

c) the torsion and curvature satisfy the equations.

ΣβPΘ
m A θ*Jklmi3...i2p A {Ωp-ψ-^ = 0,

β | l ) i l " i 2 j > A θ * i i l . . . £ 2 p + ίi = 0. (3.11)

Proof. The proof is the same as that of Theorem 2.2 if one uses (3.9), (3.10) instead of
(2.3), (2.4). •

Theorem 2.2 is particular case of this theorem with βx = 1/2 and βp = 0ϊorp^ 2.
Equation (3.11) does not imply that the torsion vanishes except in this case. If the
torsion does vanish, Eq. (3.6) is obviously equivalent to (3.11). Any solution to Eqs.
(3.6) yields therefore by the theorem a conservation equation, and an integral
quantity P^E) can be defined as before (Eq. (2.10)). In the asymptotically flat case
only the p = 1 term contributes to the integral over dΣ at infinity.
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4. The 4-dimension Case

In this section the signature is taken to be the Lorentzian signature ( — , + , + , + ) .
Greek indices take the values 0,1,2,3 and Latin indices the values 1,2,3. As before
all indices are form indices. Introduce the self-dual and anti-self-dual parts of the
connection

ω(+\μ=l/2(ωλμ-i/2ελμpσω»°l

ω{-\μ=l/2(ωλμ + ί/2ελμβσωn.

These are complex quantities and one is the complex conjugate of the other. The
2-form σλ and the 3-form τλ can be written in terms of ω ( ± )

Λ μ :

σλ=-i(ω^λμ-ω^λμ)Aθ^ (4.1)

τ λ = - 2iω{+)

λμ A ω ( " \ A θ\ (4.2)

With an euclidean signature the corresponding forms ω ( ± ) are independent. The
above formulae can be conveniently written using quaternion-valued forms. If we
denote ik the 3 imaginary quaternionic units and define

θ = θ° + θkik, ω{±) = -1/2( ± ωOk + l/2εklmωlm)ik,

the structure equations become

dθ + ω ( + )
 Λ θ + θ A ω(-> = Θ, dω{±) + ω ( ± ) Λ ω ( ± ) = Ω{±\

and formulae (4.1), (4.2) become

σ = ωi+)
 AΘ-Θ Aω{~\ (4.3)

τ = 2ω( + ) Λ 0 Λ ω ( - ) . (4.4)

The expression used by Ashtekar and Horowitz [6] in their discussion of the
positive-energy theorems is derived from a Minkowski version of (4.4).

Let Σ be a space-like hypersurface with a globally defined basis of 1-forms
θ1, θ2, θ3. Choose a time coordinate such that θ° = at completes this basis to define a
section of O(M, g) over Σ. Define the 3 x 3 matrix a by

β \. (4.5)

If we define the local gravitational energy density ε on Σ by the formula

τ° = εθ1
 Λ 02

 Λ 03 (4.6)

we find that it is given in terms of the matrix a by the formula

ε/2 = Σa*ιfiji ~ \Σ"u\2 = Tr(α*Γα) - |Tr(α)|2. (4.7)

If we decompose the matrix a into its irreducible components, the symmetric trace-
free part S, the anti-symmetric part A and the trace,

this can be written

ε/2 = Tr(S*S) - Ίr(A*A) - 2/3|Tr(α)|2. (4.8)
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Because of our choice of frame the structure equations imply that A is pure
imaginary. The total energy is given in the preferred frame by

po = J(G°0 + ε)θ1 Λ θ2 A θ3 = J σ°. (4.9)
Σ dΣ

Suppose that M is asymptotically flat. Since

σ° = 2iAijθ
ίAθj, (4.10)

and therefore | |σ°|| is proportional to Tr(A*A% it is obvious that there is no
appropriate choice of frame in which A can be chosen to vanish.

If uλ is any time-like vector field which tends to the unit normal to Σ at infinity,
P° can also be expressed in the form

P° = - J σλUλ = _ j ( τ y + t y _σλA dUλy ( 4 n )

dΣ Σ

Although the expression for (4.8) is not positive definite, using the constraint
conditions G°o ^ 0, the integral quantity P° can be shown to be non-negative. One
can prove this by constructing some vector field uλ such that the integrand on the
right of Eq. (4.11) is never positive. The integrand is not then in general equal to
the energy density. Because the spinor connection is constructed directly from ωλ

μ

by contracting with Dirac y-matrices, the most convenient choice of uλ is the current
of a spinor field [3,4].

The fact that P° is positive is true in general n ^ 4 dimensions [5] if one uses the
form τ, constructed in Sect. 2. We do not expect a similar result to be valid for the
equivalent quantity which is relevant when considering the generalized lagrangians
since the constraint conditions on G°o are no longer necessarily satisfied.

5. Yang-Mills Currents and the Kaluza-Klein Approach

Let P = P(M, G) be a G-principal bundle over the pseudo-Riemannian manifold M
of dimension n. Let A be a connection form on P with curvature 2-form F = dA +
l/2|>4,i4] and let F* be the dual of F. Assume that the Lie algebra Lie(G) of G is
semi-simple. Then Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 have the following analogues.

Theorem 5.1. The following conditions a), b) are equivalent.
a) rf(-[Λi?*]) = 0,
b) — [A, i7*] = djF*, that is, the Yang-Mills equations

DF* = dF* + [A, F*] = 0 are satisfied.

Proof. Suppose b) is true. Then a) follows without any assumption on G Suppose a)
is true. From the identity

d( - IA9 F*]) = - ldA9 F*] + [Λ, rfF*] = IA9 DF*l

we see that DF* = 0 since DF* is horizontal and the center of Lie(G) reduces
toO. •

This theorem can be generalized to include the case of an arbitrary prescribed source
term provided the latter satisfies a conservation equation which makes it compatible
with the Bianchi identities. Let j be a Lie (G)-valued horizontal (n — l)-form on P
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such that
0. (5.1)

Then we have

Theorem 5.2. The following conditions a), b) are equivalent

a) d(- |>l ,F*]+./) = 0,
b) — [>4,F*] +j = dF*, ί/iαί is, ίfte equations

DF* =j are satisfied.

Proof. Suppose b) is true. Then a) follows again without any assumption on Lie(G).
Suppose a) is true. Using the conservation equation we have

d( - [A, F*] +/) = - ldA9 F*] + [Λ rfF*] - [A,β = [A, DF* - ]

and we see now that DF* =j. •

Remark. If one drops the assumption on Lie(G) then condition b) must be replaced
by condition

b') DF* —j takes its values in the center of Lie (G).

Clearly the forms F* and — [A, F*] are the analogues of the forms σt and τt which we
introduced in Sect. 2 just as j is the analogue of ίf. So we can interpret — [X, F*] as
the charge density on P of the Yang-Mills potential A.

It is worth noticing also that there is a strong connection between the Theorems
of Sect. 2 and this section and the fact that the Einstein equations and the Yang-
Mills equations are the integrability conditions of the corresponding linear system
obtained by linearizing about a generic field configuration. For more details see
[10,11].

The analogy between the above theorems and those of Sect. 2 can be best
understood in the context of a Kaluza-Klein unification of gravity and Yang-Mills
fields. Denote by M' the G-principal bundle P over M and by p the projection onto
M. On M' consider the metric g' given by g' = p*(g) + μ~2 k(A,A\ where k is the
Cartan-Killing bilinear form on Lie(G). The constant μ has the dimensions of mass.
We have chosen units such that 8πG = 1, where G is Newton's constant. So 2μ2 is
equal to the square of the Yang-Mills charge. Let Aa, 1 ̂ α g d i m ( G ) , be the
components of the connection form on P in a fixed orthonormal basis ea of Lie(G).
For any x' in M' and any orthonormal basis at p(x') with dual basis θa, 1 ̂  α ̂  n, a
unique orthonormal basis can be constructed at x' with dual basis θ'\ i = (α, α), given
by the formulae

θ'« = p*(β«l θfa = μ~1Aa. (5.2)

The θfί are the components of the canonical form on a subbundle 0' of O(M\ g').
lΐωa

β is a connection form on M and if Ca

bc are the structure constants of G then a
connection form ω ^ on 0' is given by the equations [12]

= p*(ω*β) + l/2μF*aβθ", Fmβ = -Faaβ. (5.3)
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The functions Faaβ are the coefficients of the field strength F in the frame θa:

F = Faea = l/2Fa

aβθ«Λθβea.

If ωa

β is torsion free then so is ωfij.
The forms σh τ, and ίf which we introduced in Sects. 2 and 3 have analogues

σ'h τ'i and t\ on 0'. The latter can be expanded into horizontal and vertical
components. The horizontal components are related to the forms ohx{ and ίt

on O(M,g) and the vertical components to the corresponding Yang-Mills
quantities. Let I be a local (n — l)-hypersurface in M and Σ' = p*(Σ) the
corresponding hypersurface in M. A straightforward calculation yields the
following relation between σ\ on the one hand and σα and F*α on the other:

^ ΛwolG. (5.5)

Define the Yang-Mills energy-momentum density TYM

aβ as

T™Λβ = - \βμ\FaayF
a

βy - l/4gaβFaγδF
ay%

Then a similar calculation yields

τ V = WCabcC
ahcθ\ Λ volG + (τβ + TYM/Θ*β) A volG? (5.6)

τ'a]Σ. = l/2CabcF*b AΘCA volG = - l/2μ[^, F*] α Λ volG. (5.7)

If we decompose in a similar way the external-source form tt

falΓ = l/2/ι;α Λ volG, (5.9)

then condition a) of Theorem 2.2 yields the following equations:

d(τa + ίβ + T™V0% + l/8Cα&cC^cθ*α) = 0, (5.10)

d(-lA,F*la+jJ = 0. (5.11)

The first of these equations is the same as the original condition a) but on O(M, g)
and with an effective external source given by

feff _ f j _ TYM βn* _ι_ 1 /O/° Γ*abcn* /c n\

There are two additional terms, the Yang-Mills energy-momentum density and a
cosmological constant. Equation (5.11) is the same as condition a) of Theorem 5.2.
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